Design of practicable phase-change metadevices for near-infrared absorber and modulator applications
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Abstract: Phase-change chalcogenide alloys, such as Ge₂Sb₂Te₅ (GST), have very different optical properties in their amorphous and crystalline phases. The fact that such alloys can be switched, optically or electrically, between such phases rapidly and repeatedly means that they have much potential for applications as tunable photonic devices. Here we incorporate chalcogenide phase-change films into a metal-dielectric-metal metamaterial electromagnetic absorber structure and design absorbers and modulators for operation at technologically important near-infrared wavelengths, specifically 1550 nm. Our design not only exhibits excellent performance (e.g. a modulation depth of ~77% and an extinction ratio of ~20 dB) but also includes a suitable means for protecting the GST layer from environmental oxidation and is well-suited, as confirmed by electro-thermal and phase-transformation simulations, to in situ electrical switching. We also present a systematic study of design optimization, including the effects of expected manufacturing tolerances on device performance and, by means of a sensitivity analysis, identify the most critical design parameters.
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1. Introduction

Thin-film electromagnetic absorbers have a number of important applications in the infrared and visible part of the spectrum including infrared detection [1,2], solar energy harvesting [3,4] and refractive index sensing [5]. Similarly, thin-film light modulating devices are much in demand for optical communications, optical signal processing and spatial light modulator applications [6–8]. In this paper we design novel near-infrared forms of thin-film electromagnetic absorbers and modulators that combine metamaterial arrays with switchable chalcogenide alloy films. Chalcogenide phase-change alloys, such as (Ge\textsubscript{2}Sb\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{5}) (GST), are
materials whose electrical and optical properties differ very considerably between their amorphous and crystalline phases and which can be (electrically or optically) switched between such phases quickly and repeatedly. This has led to their application in a variety of areas, in particular for non-volatile memory devices [9,10], but also more recently for the provision of solid-state and flexible displays [11] and for the realization of new approaches to computing [12,13]. By including such phase-change materials into a plasmonic (metamaterial) resonator structure, the optical properties in the environment of the resonator can be modified according to the phase-state of the chalcogenide material, so yielding an active device suited to, for example, a tunable absorber or an electrically or optically controlled (switched) modulator. A typical modulator structure is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), consisting of a 4-layer arrangement comprising a bottom metal layer, the chalcogenide phase-change layer, an ITO layer and a patterned top metal layer (here patterned into strips); on switching of the state (from amorphous to crystalline or vice-versa) of the phase-change layer, the intensity of light reflected from the structure is modulated. Note that while here we concentrate on the use of Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$ as the phase-change medium (due to its attractive and well-understood properties and behavior), other phase-change materials could of course be used. Indeed other common chalcogenides, such AgInSbTe (AIST), have broadly similar optical properties to Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$ and could (with appropriate structure optimizations) be incorporated into the designs we present below as an alternative to GST. One might also use non-chalcogenide phase-switching materials, in particular VO$_2$ which is known to have a large refractive index change when heated to switch it from its insulating to metal phase [14,15]. However, the phase-transition in VO$_2$ is volatile (the material returning to its insulating phase on cooling), whereas in GST (and AIST etc.) it is non-volatile, meaning that any particular (amorphous or crystalline) state can be maintained without the requirement for input power – a particularly attractive feature in terms of device performance.

Previous work on GST-metamaterial structures has concentrated on the mid-infrared part of the spectrum, with applications such as improved energy absorption in optical memories [16,17] or tunable photonic crystals [18], but the near-infrared (NIR) region has remained largely under-explored, due perhaps to the fact that the optical losses in GST start to rise appreciably in that region. However, operation in the NIR region is important since the most commonly used wavelengths for optical communications and optical signal processing lie in this region, specifically between 1530 nm to 1565 nm for the conventional C-band. Furthermore, in previous studies, the requirement to protect the active chalcogenide alloy layer from the effects of oxidation appears to have been largely ignored. The properties of chalcogenide alloy thin films are known to deteriorate rapidly on exposure to air and so for practicable absorber or modulator designs the chalcogenide phase-change layer should be encapsulated by a protective layer that, to maintain optical access and to allow for the possibility for electrical switching, should ideally be both optically transparent and electrically conductive [11]. We here use indium tin oxide (ITO) to provide such a layer. In addition, in terms of the choice of the composition of the (top and bottom) metal layers, gold and silver are usually the metals of choice in the literature, since they have excellent plasmonic behavior. However, Ag is particularly diffusive, especially at the high temperatures experienced during the switching of the phase-change layer and is thus best avoided. Aluminum has also been suggested as an alternative for the metal layers [19]. But, the melting point of aluminum (at ~660 °C) is relatively low, and in particular is very close to that (~620 °C) of the GST alloy we use here. Since to amorphize the GST layer we need to heat it to above its melting temperature (and then cool it quickly), there is a danger that the top Al metal layer in particular would also melt (and, without any encapsulation, distort), and so the use of Al, at least with Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$, is also problematic. In cases where electrical switching of the phase-change layer is the intended approach, the choice for the metal layers should also be guided by electrical as well as optical considerations. Thus, for effective
electrical switching of GST-based structures we might draw on the experience of phase-change memory developments, where tungsten (W) and titanium nitride (TiN) are the electrode materials of choice [20]. In this work therefore, and in contrast to the usual practice, we have explored the use of various materials (including Au, Al, W, Ti, TiN) for both the top and bottom metal layers. We also include a full electro-thermal and phase-transformation simulation of electrical switching in our absorber/modulator structures, confirming their suitability for such a mode of operation.

The plasmonic resonator structure designed in this work is thus of the form shown in Fig. 1 and comprises a top metal layer (shown as Au in the figure) patterned into strips (or squares for a polarization insensitive design – see §3.1), a 'dielectric' space, consisting of both the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer (for environmental protection) and the phase-switchable GST layer, and a (thick) metallic bottom layer. The incident light induces a plasmonic resonance in the top patterned metal layer, essentially generating an oscillating in-plane electric dipole [21,22]. This dipole couples to the bottom metal layer, with the strength of the coupling dependent on the phase-state of the GST layer. With the GST in the amorphous (low k, low absorption) state, there is strong coupling of the electric field between the top and bottom metal layers, resulting in an anti-symmetric coupled state (the E-field in the bottom metal layer being anti-parallel to that in the top) and the generation of an oscillating magnetic dipole oriented orthogonally to the electric dipoles. Under such conditions, i.e. in the case of coupled resonators with both electric and magnetic dipoles, Alaee et al. [22] showed that by correct scaling of the dimensions of the top and bottom metal layers near perfect absorption can be achieved (and essentially our design approach finds such correct scaling conditions). However, with the GST in the crystalline (high k, high absorption) state, the coupling strength (for the E-field) between the top and bottom metal layers is very significantly reduced such that the induced magnetic dipole is very weak (effectively zero). Under these conditions the electric dipoles of the top metal layer effectively re-radiate the incoming light, leading to a high reflectance.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a thin-film phase-change metamaterial absorber/modulator (inset shows the top metal layer patterned into squares for a polarization insensitive design). (b) 2D cross section of the phase-change NIR absorber/modulator studied here and having a bottom metal layer (here shown as Au) of fixed thickness 80 nm, a top metal layer (again here shown as Au) of fixed thickness 30 nm (both gold layers have a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer not included in the figure for clarity) patterned into strips of variable width $w_P$, and GST and ITO layers with variable thicknesses $t_{GST}$ and $t_{ITO}$ respectively. For the design simulations a unit cell of width $w_{UC}$ is used, with periodic boundary conditions (PBC) of Bloch-Floquet type assumed and a perfect matching layer (PML) placed at the top and bottom of the structure.

To reiterate, the aim of this work is to design phase-change-based electromagnetic absorber and modulator devices for use in the NIR, based on the resonator structure shown in Fig. 1, taking proper account, by way of protective layers for the GST and the choice of the metal layers, issues of practicability, specifically environmental stability/resistance to oxidation and suitability for electrical switching of the phase-change layer. We also take into account, for the first time and via a detailed optimization and tolerance analysis, the effects of manufacturing tolerances (e.g. deposition tolerances affecting the thickness of individual...
layers, lithographic tolerances affecting the dimensions of the patterned areas) on key device performance parameters and we identify the most critical tolerances by means of a sensitivity analysis.

2. Materials and methods

The reflectance properties of our phase-change metamaterial absorber/modulator were calculated by solving the wave equation for the electric field over the entire unit cell shown in Fig. 1(b), using finite-element (FE) techniques within the commercial software environment COMSOL Multiphysics®. By solving the wave equation for the electric field in a stationary analysis of the unit cell under periodic boundary conditions and assuming a time-harmonic excitation field, it is possible to calculate the scattering parameter matrix and hence the fraction of energy that it is reflected, transmitted and absorbed. At the top and the bottom of the unit cell we assumed a perfect matched layer to simulate the conditions of free-space. Input parameters to the simulation include the thicknesses and optical constants of each layer (electric permittivity/complex refractive index), along with the width of the strips (or size of squares) in the top metal layer and the size of the unit cell. For the case of the top metal layer patterned into strips, a 2D solution is sufficient, whereas for the top layer patterned into squares, a full 3D solution is required. We assume normal incidence and for the 2D case the incident polarization is assumed to be in the plane of the film and perpendicular to the direction of the patterned metal strips. For the case of the top metal layer patterned into squares, the polarization can be in any direction, but still in the plane of the film.

An optimization and tolerance analysis of the design was also carried out (see §3.2), for which a pattern search algorithm [23] in the Matlab® optimization toolbox and LiveLink for Matlab were used.

The values for the refractive index of the various metals explored were taken from the literature, specifically values for gold are taken from Johnson and Christy [24]; values for Al, W and Ti from [25]; and for TiN from [26]. The optical and electrical constants of ITO depend on several factors, in particular on the process conditions during deposition, as well as on any annealing regime used post-deposition. While post-deposition annealing generally increases the electrical conductivity of ITO, it also increases the extinction coefficient in the NIR region and therefore the optical losses, potentially leading to a deterioration of the performance of absorber/modulator designs investigated here. However, according to [27,28], the optical losses of ITO remain low in the NIR as long as there is no annealing after deposition; thus, here we assume ITO has the properties of un-annealed material and the relevant optical constants have been taken from published ellipsometry measurements in [29]. The optical constants of GST in both the amorphous and crystalline phase were taken from commonly-used values, as detailed in [30].

With regard to the modelling of the electrical phase-switching behavior of GST, we use a combined electro-thermal simulation tool that simultaneously solves the Laplace and heat-diffusion equation in order to determine the temperature distribution throughout the structure at each simulation time step. This temperature distribution feeds into a Gillespie cellular automata (GCA) model that solves for the phase (i.e. determines if each cell in the simulation is in the melted, amorphous or crystalline state) using a rate-equation approach. Our electro-thermal-GCA model has proved to be capable of realistic simulations of both blanket thin-film behavior and phase-change device operation, and has been described in detail in previous works [13,31,32] to which the reader is referred for further information.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Optimized NIR modulator design

We now turn our attention to the design of an optical modulator working in reflection (as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) and having the structure of Fig. 1(b)) and tuned to the
technologically important wavelength of 1550 nm. By switching the GST layer between its amorphous and crystalline phases (a process that can be done optically or electrically), we can control its absorption/reflection properties, so providing for an active, switchable, thin-film modulator.

First, we need to consider appropriate figures of merit with which to measure the performance of a particular modulator design. Here we use in particular the modulation depth ($MD$) which is defined [33] as the difference between the maximum reflected power $P_{\text{max}}$ (which here will occur when the GST layer is in the crystalline phase) and the minimum reflected power $P_{\text{min}}$ (here when the GST will be in the amorphous phase), normalized by the incident power ($P_{\text{inc}}$), i.e.

$$MD = \frac{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}}}{P_{\text{inc}}} = R_{\text{cr}} - R_{\text{am}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $R_{\text{cr}}$ and $R_{\text{am}}$ are the reflectance of the modulator when the GST layer is in the crystalline and amorphous phases respectively. Another commonly used figure of merit is the extinction ratio ($ER$), which is usually defined (for reflection modulators) in terms of the logarithm of the ratio of the maximum to the minimum reflected power, i.e.

$$ER = -10\log_{10}\frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{min}}} = -10\log_{10}\frac{R_{\text{cr}}}{R_{\text{am}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

A large modulation depth and high extinction ratio are always desirable, with $ER$ values better than $-7$ dB being a typical design target for practicable modulators [34], although for some applications, such as short-reach optical interconnects, an $ER$ of around of $-5$ dB is often considered to be sufficient [6].

Using the Matlab® pattern search algorithm, the structure of Fig. 1 was optimized in terms of the maximum modulation depth. We began by assuming both the top and bottom metal layers were made of gold. The dimensions of the unit cell ($w_{\text{UC}}$), the top Au layer strip width ($w_P$), the thickness of the ITO layer ($t_{\text{ITO}}$) and the thickness of the GST layer itself ($t_{\text{GST}}$) were all allowed to vary, while the thicknesses of the top and bottom Au layers were fixed at 30 nm and 80 nm respectively (with an additional 5 nm Ti adhesion layer). The dimensions that give an optimized (maximum) $MD$ at 1550 nm were found to be $w_{\text{UC}} = 493.3$ nm, $w_P = 333.8$ nm, $t_{\text{GST}} = 64.1$ nm and $t_{\text{ITO}} = 5.0$ nm. Note that the optimum thickness of the ITO layer, $t_{\text{ITO}}$, returned by the optimization algorithm is coincident with the lowest value we allowed in the search (this lower limit having been chosen to ensure reliable deposition of the continuous layer of ITO needed for the desired environmental protection of the GST layer). The reflectance of this optimized modulator, with the GST layer in both the crystalline and the amorphous states, is shown in Fig. 2(a), while the extinction ratio is shown in Fig. 2(b).

![Fig. 2. (a) Simulated reflectance spectrum for the design in Fig. 1 with Au top and bottom metal layers and with the phase-change layer in both the crystalline and amorphous states. The chalcogenide phase-change layer here is Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$ (GST) and the design was optimized for maximum modulation depth (MD) at 1550 nm. Also shown (b) is the extinction ratio.](image-url)
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the optimally designed modulator should provide excellent performance, with optimum values for \( MD \) and \( ER \) being very high, at 0.767 and \(-19.8\) dB respectively for the target wavelength of 1550 nm. (Note that, as discussed in §1, if we were to replace the GST layer with AIST we can still obtain very good performance, specifically here a \( MD \) of 0.645 and an \( ER \) of \(-14.7\) dB with, in this case, \( w_{UC} = 657.5\) nm, \( w_P = 324.7\) nm, \( t_{AIST} = 53.7\) nm and \( t_{ITO} = 5.0\) nm)

In terms of the polarization of the incident radiation, as pointed out in the introduction, the patterning of the top metal layer into strips or squares will result in, respectively, a polarization dependent or independent operation (assuming normal incidence). This is confirmed in Fig. 3, where we compare the performance of both types of modulators, i.e. top layer patterned into (a) strips and (b) squares, for various incident polarizations.

![Fig. 3. The reflectance spectrum of the modulator for different incident polarizations and with the top layer patterned into (a) strips (of the same width and spacing as in Fig. 2) and (b) squares (with sides of length equal to the width of the strips in Fig. 2). The polarization angles in each case are, going from left to right, 0 degrees (electric field perpendicular to the strips), 30 degrees, 60 degrees and 90 degrees (electric field parallel to strips). It is clear that in the case of the top metal layer patterned into squares the design is polarization independent (for normal incidence). In all cases red lines show results for the GST layer in the crystalline phase and blue the amorphous phase.](image)

### 3.2 Effect of choice of metal layers on modulator performance

As discussed in §2 above, we also investigated the effect on modulator optical performance of the choice of different materials for the top and bottom metal layers, rather than simply using the *de facto* choice, from a plasmonic perspective, of gold. Specifically we compared the use of Au against that of Al, W and TiN. We found that we could obtain excellent absorber/modulator optical performance when Al was used for the top and bottom layers, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and as also reported, for the MIR range, in the literature [19] (but note our previous comments regarding the possible unsuitability of Al due to its low melting point). For W and TiN layers (typical electrode materials in phase-change memory devices) we found that excellent absorber/modulator performance could be obtained if W and TiN were used for the top metal layer only, but not if used for the top and bottom layers, as shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). This can be explained if we consider the absorber as a periodic structure capable of adding momentum to the incoming radiation in the horizontal direction (as we explained in §1), a process that requires the bottom metal layer to be one that exhibits excellent plasma behavior, such as Au (or Al), in order to obtain near zero reflectance with the phase-change layer in the amorphous phase. The results of Fig. 4 certainly show that, at least from an optical perspective, the choice of metals available for use in these phase-change metadevice structures is much wider than the usual plasmonic favorites of Au or Ag.
Fig. 4. The reflectance spectrum for optimized (in terms of MD at 1550 nm) phase-change modulators of the form of Fig. 1 but with (a) Al top and bottom metal layers, (b) (i) W top and bottom layers (dotted lines) and (ii) W top and Au bottom layers (solid lines) and (c) (i) TiN top and bottom layers (dotted lines) and (ii) TiN top and Au bottom layers (solid lines). In all cases red lines show results for the GST layer in the crystalline phase and blue the amorphous phase.

3.3 Sensitivity analysis

A drawback of the optimization methods used in the previous section is that the optimal solution returns very precise values of the key design parameters for the modulator, i.e. the ITO and GST layer thicknesses, the width of the strips in the top metal layer and the unit cell dimensions. Achieving such precise values using a practicable manufacturing method is very unlikely, at least with any degree of cost effectiveness. Indeed, using common deposition methods, such as magnetron sputtering, for the various layers in the stack one might expect a thickness tolerance of perhaps ±1 nm at best. Standard lithography techniques for the patterning of the top layer, such as e-beam lithography, would also be expected to have similar, if not even larger, tolerances. It is therefore important, from a fabrication and manufacturing perspective, to understand how the performance of the optimally designed modulator is affected (deteriorated) by such fabrication tolerances.

We here address this problem via a sensitivity analysis, simulating the performance of the modulator over a region of parameter space defined by the realistic tolerances in the thicknesses of the GST and ITO layers and in the size (width) of the strips in the top metal layer. Specifically we assumed normally-distributed layer thicknesses ($t_{GST}$ and $t_{ITO}$) with $\sigma = 0.5$ nm, along with normally-distributed strip width and unit-cell dimensions ($w_P$ and $w_{UC}$) with $\sigma = 7.5$ nm, and calculated the modulation depth, $MD$, for a total of over 2000 points randomly distributed in the parameter space encompassed by these variations. Results, for the absorber/modulator of Fig. 2 (and with Au top and bottom metal layers) are given in the scatter plots of Fig. 5 where we show the $MD$ for all points in the parameter space lying within ±2$\sigma$ of the mean values of $t_{GST}$, $t_{ITO}$, $w_P$ and $w_{UC}$. It can be seen that the parameters having most effect on modulator performance (at least on the modulation depth) are the thickness of the ITO layer and the width of the strips in the top metal layer (in particular the former). From all the produced solutions we can calculate the mean and the standard deviation to have an idea of how these solutions (for the modulation depth) are distributed with respect the optimum value which, we recall, was $MD = 0.767$ (as in Fig. 2(a)). Thus, for the solutions shown in Fig. 5, the mean value of the modulation depth is 0.760 with a standard deviation of $\sigma_{MD} = 0.008$. The fact that the mean is so close to the optimal value and the standard deviation is relatively small tells us that our design is indeed stable to the tolerances in layer thicknesses and lithographic patterning expected to arise as a result of typical fabrication/manufacturing processes.
3.5 Electrical switching

A key feature of phase-change metadevices is of course the ability to dynamically change/tune/reconfigure the device response by switching the phase-change layer between the amorphous and crystalline states (or indeed to some intermediate mixed phase). It is crucial therefore that devices be designed from the outset to enable such switching to occur, either by electrical or optical means. Amorphization is conventionally achieved by heating the phase-change layer above its melting point (~620 °C in Ge$_2$Sb$_2$Te$_5$) followed by rapid cooling (the cooling rate needs to be many tens of degrees per nanosecond to prevent re-crystallization). Crystallization is achieved by heating to a temperature above the crystallization temperature, but below that of melting. Any device structure needs therefore to be designed to enable the phase-change layer to be heated, by appropriate excitations, to the requisite temperatures and also to allow sufficiently fast cooling for the amorphous phase to form.

Phase-change metadevices so far reported in the literature have generally been switched ex-situ using fast, high-power external lasers, or simply by carrying out thermal annealing in an oven to induce a one-way transition from the amorphous to crystalline phase (due to the fast cooling requirements, oven annealing cannot be used to form the amorphous phase) [6,19]. For real-world applications however, some form of in situ switching of the phase-change layer would be most attractive. In our case, this might be achieved by dividing the absorber/modulator structure of the form shown in Fig. 1 into an arrangement of pixels, each of which could be separately excited electrically in order to switch the phase-change layer (for example, in the case of a modulator with the topmost metal layer patterned into strips, one might also pattern the bottom metal layer into (orthogonal) strips, yielding a structure electrically similar to the commonly used cross-bar memory devices in which individual
‘cells’ are addressed by appropriate excitations being placed on the relevant intersecting strips - the so-called ‘bit’ and ‘word’ lines in memory device terminology [11,20]).

We have thus simulated electrical switching by assuming each pixel is represented by the unit-cell of the form shown in Fig. 1(b) (with dimensions optimized for maximum modulation depth as in Fig. 2) and applied appropriate electrical pulses between the top and bottom metal layers of the structure in order to determine whether amorphization and crystallization of the phase-change layer can indeed be achieved using in situ electrical excitation. Typical results are shown in Fig. 6, here for the case of Au top and bottom metal layers (though similar results were obtained for Al, W and TiN) using a 2.4 V, 50ns (15/5 ns rise/fall time) amorphization, or so-called RESET, pulse and a 1.4 V, 100 ns (30 ns rise/fall time) crystallization, or so-called SET, pulse. In Fig. 6(a) we show the temperature distributions throughout the unit-cell at the time (during the excitation pulse) at which the maximum temperature occurs for both RESET and SET pulses. During the RESET pulse the maximum temperature does indeed exceed the melting point of GST (620 °C or 893 K), and the temperature distribution is relatively uniform throughout the GST layer. We also note that the temperature experienced by the top metal layer is also relatively high in this case (~980 K), precluding the use of aluminum (melting point ~933 K) for the top layer, as discussed in §1 (replacing the top Au layer with Al in the simulations shown in Fig. 6(a) did not significantly affect the maximum temperature reached). During the SET pulse, the maximum temperature experienced by the GST layer is in the region of 720 K or 447 °C, a typical value required to ensure rapid (on the order of tens of nanoseconds) crystallization of GST [31]. In Fig. 6(b) we show the starting and finishing phase states of the GST layer (calculated using our Gillespie Cellular Automata approach –see §2 and [32]) after a sequence of RESET/SET/RESET pulses: the GST layer starts in the fully crystalline state (shown brown in Fig. 6(b)); after the application of a first RESET pulse the GST layer is fully amorphized (shown blue in Fig. 6(b)); after the application of the SET pulse the GST layer is fully re-crystallized (into a number of crystallites, as shown by the different colors in Fig. 6(b)); finally, after the receipt of a second RESET pulse the GST layer is fully re-amorphized.

Thus it would appear, at least from a simulation perspective (and for the material properties shown in Table 1), that phase-change metadevices of the form described in this paper would indeed be suited to in situ electrical switching of the phase-change layer, so providing a readily active/tunable/reconfigurable photonic response. (We also note that, to avoid any possible concerns of gold diffusion from the bottom metal layer into the GST layer [6], an additional ITO layer can be inserted on top of the bottom Au layer without any detrimental effects, in an appropriately optimized structure, on the overall electrical or optical performance).

**Fig. 6.** (a) Simulated temperature distributions in the structure of Fig. 1(b) for the case of electrical excitation (assuming an electrically pixelated structure with pixel size equal to the unit-cell size) for (left) a RESET (amorphization) pulse of 2.4V/50 ns and (right) a SET (crystallization) pulse of 1.4V/100ns respectively. (b) The starting and finishing phase-states of the GST layer after a sequence of RESET/SET/RESET electrical excitations: the GST layer starts in the fully crystalline state (shown brown); after the application of a first RESET pulse the GST layer is fully amorphized (shown blue); after the application of a SET pulse the GST layer is fully re-crystallized (into a number of crystallites, as shown by the different colors); finally, after the receipt of a second RESET pulse the GST layer is fully re-amorphized.
Table 1. Materials parameters used in phase-switching simulations of Fig. 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)</th>
<th>Heat Capacity (J/kg.K)</th>
<th>Electrical Conductivity (Ω−1m−1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>$8.3 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>$7.4 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST (Amorphous)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>See (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST (Crystalline)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>See (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si (Substrate)</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A) C D Wright et al., IEEE Transactions on Nanotechnology 5, 1 (2006)

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have shown that it is feasible to design chalcogenide-based phase-change metadevices for absorber and modulator applications and suited to operation in the technologically important near-infrared range of the spectrum, specifically here 1550 nm. Furthermore, we have shown that it is possible to design such devices using a practicable approach providing environmental stability by incorporating an ITO layer to protect the GST from oxidation while still allowing both optical and electrical access. Moreover, we have shown how the optimization of such designs can be carried out while taking proper account of likely fabrication and manufacturing tolerances and allowing for the use of a variety of metal layers rather than just relying on the standard ‘plasmonic choices’ of gold or silver. Finally, we have confirmed by simulation that suitably pixelated versions of such phase-change metadevices should be capable of being switched by in situ electrical excitation using pulsing regimes similar to those used in phase-change memory device applications.
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